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"Someday,
somewhere-anywhere,
unfailingly, you'll
find yourself, and that,
and only that, can be the
happiest or bitterest
hour of your life?'
-Pablo Neruda

My heavy black coat flaps behind me in the
warm smog of the valley. The air trickles into my
lungs, sticking to my rib cage and making me
choke. The stairs of the school make me feel I am
falling down. My deadheart mumbles feebly in
my chest, protesting to the metal hallways and
yellow buzzing light. I can see the other students
talking and laughing at their lockers, but I
cannot hear them. Their mouths move and
empty, meaningless sounds fall heavy to the
gritty tile floors; silence moves in and out of me.
The sound of my boots echoing off the hall fills
my ears and I can feel the Earth move beneath
me

God is somothered in the dank hallways
of this colorless prison. No trace oflight or
majesty lingers here and I am left to follow
the grimy students in an undertow of cheap
perfume and hollow chatter.
Diseased things lay dying at my feet here,
decaying slowly in the artificial light.

The others are too young to see, their
eyes too new to notice such signs of
emptiness.

"Did you do the homework for Biology?"
"I don't think so:'

I am vaguely aware that I have been, in the past,
friendly with this girl. I wonder what changed so
quickly for me, why when approached by
another student I suddenly feel as though I am
drowning and clambering against a vast and
heavy wall between us. She looks
uncomfortable, I wonder if I caused that.
"Oh .... okay. I'll see you around I guess?"

"Yeah. ProbablY:'
She walks away, her orange top hugging all the
right places and ponytail swinging from side to
side.
Anything human within me slips away
with each hour I spend in this school, this city,
this air. I walk the halls like an alien, struggling
to interpret the natives' furtive glances or rising
voices. My clothes hang awkwardly off my
shoulders and hipbones, clinging to my skin
and crowding each other on my body. Others
attempt to talk to me throughout the day, asking me where I have been.

I do not know how to answer, I haven't been any
where. I just haven't been here.
They are all present, there is no other place for ,
them to be and I know that I am alone on this
planet.
A messenger visits my fourth period teacher.
He whispers closely in her ear as though
someone has died and he walks away quickly,
not wanting to witness the after math of his
hushed announcement. My teacher scans the
classroom and rests on me; she nods and says
quietly,

"The school counselor would like to see you:'
"You know you're failing five of your seven
classes:'
"Yeah I know:'
"Do you even want to graduate?"
I shrug my shoulders. The room is hot and the
pictures of people drinking and laughing push
in on me, making me uneasy. I begin to tear at
my nails. The counselor looks at me from
beneath a jungle of dirty blond bangs, her lips
bunched with disapproval. She sighs and shuffles
my papers into a neater stack, pushing them
across the desk.

"Well they're going to pull you from the rolls if
you miss any more classes:'
I shrug and get up to leave but she stops me
as I open the door,
"Anxiety usually surfaces around your age you
know:•
"Yeah I've heard:'

I walk quickly to the girls bathroom with my
soul clenched, searching for breath in the stifling
hallways. I dip my hands into the grubby sink
and splash water on

my face in an attempt to revive some semblance
of life within me. I breathe in deeply and my
heart gives an uncomfortable little flutter,
jumping slightly in my chest. Looking in the
mirror, I suddenly feel old, my skin feels paperthin and my eyes milky from age. The food has
become bland, the sounds vacant, my hands
spotted and weak. My peers seem like children,
and I am bent with age and sorrow, withering in
a corner. There is no precursor, no explanation,
just a slow and unhappy birth.

How odd, I thought, that as a child I would have
ever looked forward to being in high school.

"You're dropping out?"

My father does not look up from his computer
screen and the blue light creates

dark shadows on his face, making him look
haunted. This announcement comes as no
surprise to him.

"Well I'm not actually doing anything,
which is the point I guess. The school is dropping me:'

"So what do you plan on doing?"
"Grandma said I could go live with her:'
My father looks up quickly, mild interest flashing
in his eyes;

"Is she paying for your plane ticket?"

The middle-aged women, my grandmothers'
friends, sitting at the table chatter about their
husbands and children while sipping thick
black coffee or tea in ice cream glasses. My
exposed fingers feel brittle from the cold, grey
morning. I slowly stir my hot chocolate and
look around the small square tucked neatly in
a corner of the Jewish quarter. The walls and
flooring are made of white Jerusalem stone
and olive trees twist and curl up the walls of
the apartments looming around us. My head
feels heavy from the time change and I am
overwhelmed by the strange women, all of
whom are at least thirty years my senior. The
faded sun gleams off the bright stone,
shocking my tired eyes. I put a cold fork full of
muffin into my mouth and let it linger on my
tongue, becoming soggy with saliva.

Men dressed in black Italian leather shoes with
tassels on their pants beg at street corners. They
speak in low, gruff tones and I ignore them, God
is not their motivation. The women that pass by
do not look up from the hemlines of their drab
skirts that almost fall past their boots; they walk
quickly, as if perpetually trying to get away from
something. Small boys wearing kippahs play a
primitive game of soccer around decaying
columns on the slick, bleached stones. The curls
hanging past their ears bounce and swayas they
run and slide to catch the ball. There is no goal
that I can see of and I admire their religious
diligence even in play; the stern reverence in
which they kick and run about.

I look up at the clear sky and watch as
clothing dries on the rails of the upper
apartments, dripping slowly onto the cobbled
streets. I inhale air sweeter than I am used to.
Cleaner, or maybe just newer. The s
quawking women around me create the
background music for my refurbished life and
I sigh,
waiting for the God of Abraham
to reach me in His country.

After the women exhaust the topics of their
grandchildren and grocery shopping mishaps, we
troop through the Jewish quarter to participate
in a ritual as old as the dust that collects beneath
my chipped red toenails and between the leather
straps of my sandals. The many folds of my
garments tumble about in a mash of color and
paisley, impeding my leg movement.

I fall behind, happy to have a moment
of brisk air and silence.

My head of dark, boy-short hair is covered by a
blue and gold pashmina I had bought for three
shekels earlier in the day from a small Arab
boy. I nervously tug at the tassels to make sure
the curly bits of hair by my temples are covered.
The women are huddled and bunched together
against the wall like small, lumpy grapes or piles
of dust collected in an ancient corner.
I walk forward clutching the small prayer
I had written earlier in my sweaty hand;
the ink is smudged.

The air is colder than I thought it would be
and I am still jet -lagged. It makes me feel like
a leaf rattled by the wind, carried by forces
I cannot control, but I need this. I need to
feel what it is like to pray to an ancient God
and have faith in an answer. I crumble my
way through the women quietly weeping and
rocking back and forth to the rhythm of their
own prayers. I touch the wall; the stone is
glossy and soft from years of tears and hands
of a trapped people.

Each crevice, or miniscule crack is filled with
yellowing paper and the ground is littered with
words and scraps of prayers that call up from the
dust to be answered. I twist the little paper I had
torn from my notebook into a crack, touch the
wall with my cheek and breathe

"Please God, help me be who I am:'

I press my lips to the stone and taste the old
dirt and oil of a thousand hands, I feel my
own skin and prayers mingle with the others
to cry quietly from the Earth. My hand travels
up the wall to grip the slick rock and I lean
my forehead against her cool body, choked by
the eagerness of human sorrow. Among the
scattered piles of prayers, there is evidence
of flowers and weeds that had attempted to
grow up out of the dust. Their brittle brown
bodies withered between papers, choked by
the eagerness of human sorrow. I brush my
tears onto the gold stone and walk backwards.
Only turning from the wall when I can see the
women in their bunches no longer.

The city is carved out of the mountain, piling up
upon itself in glittering layers of heavy greens
and presumptuous golds. Streets coil and braid
together, widening and narrowing in rhythm to
the throbbing Earth. The air is filled with a heavy
aroma of incense, rotting fish, and foreign spices
that cling to my hair and skin for days, like a
tattoo; marking the gravity of a mourning
people. I watch a funeral procession in the streets
one day, the pall bearers dressed in white,
carrying the coffin above their shoulders and
stepping swiftly through the dirty, twisting
streets. The mourners follow slowly, dropping
flowers on the stone streets like large, fragrant
tears. All of them are wearing bells or clinking
metals on their clothing and singing; confused
sounds that fill up their lungs and release into the
desolation of death, slamming against my limbs
and making me shake. I add my frail noise to the
din, letting their power carry my wordless song
along. I close my eyes and feel the music rush in
and out with each breath, filling me with a loud
ocean of vibration.

That is the way the city is, bursting and
faithful.

My grandmother makes orange drop cookies for me;
they are soft and plump and melt quickly in my mouth,
releasing little bursts of flavor at perfectly timed
intervals. She presents them to me like a housecat
leaving a dead bird at her masters' feet, backing away
slowly, proud. She cooks pasta and bread for me and
watches me eat, pleased with my happy noises. Her
food makes me feel as though I have never eaten
before and I delight in the warm morsels falling into
my belly, giving me life. My grandmother tells me
about her home in Argentina before my grandfather
brought her here, "to be closer to God:'

She sighs in her Latin way. Her accent is
mushed from too much travelling, but she
still pronounces her v's as b's. She tells me of
my father when he was a child, how he built a
raft and ran away once, how he laughed and
played. She tells me how much I remind her
of him, with my dark eyes and serious mouth.
She loves to watch me ride the rusty white
beach cruiser I found in her garage, laughing
at the way the little hairs at my temples stick
up as I ride. My grandmother seems to
recognize the ocean growing inside me and
lets me explore at my own accord. She sends
me off with warm bread wrapped in gingham
cloth, and presses money into my hand as she
kisses me with her untidy little lips.

I buy colorful things at the market; yellow teardrop
earrings, a green scarf, and the fat purple eggplant I
give to my grandmother for dinner later that day.

I stumble through the unfamiliar language, learning
to appreciate the rough sounds that fill my mouth
and throat. The vendors are impatient with me,
but it makes me laugh, and I pretend that I have
always been here.

The trees reach across the streets to cling
to their brothers, turning the light green
that streams through their entangled leaves.
Their embraces create a tunnel of roots and
old wood that feels older than time. I splash
through the emerald patches of light on my
bike, opening my mouth to catch the salty air
and feel its brisk fingers brushing the fibersand sinew of my soul. The trees are twisted
and their dark wood hides round little olives
that I gather into my slouchy blue bag. The
branches are rigid but I feel as though they
are glad to see me as I ride through, and they
drop a leaf or two on my sun kissed back.

On the beach near my grandmothers' house,
crabs and little sea-bugs scuttle about the
sun-stained ruins, scrambling into minute
caves they burrow into the mortar. The walls
lean their crumbling bodies toward the
water, letting its cool hands caress their
feverish stones. Green velvet pearls peak out
from crevices in the fading rock, smoothed
and polished by the relentless sea. I gather
these up in the large pockets of my white
shorts, feeling them clink and rub together
near my skin. I rejoice in the sensation of the
sun baking my bare chest into a deeper, more
appropriate shade for the olive-colored
country.

At night, when the tide is low, I let the warm
salt water settle around my hips; creating a
soft film on my heated skin. The white moon
makes silver out of the sea and my naked
body, pulling us ever closer to her mysterious
sphere.

It seems as though this celestial body awakens my
waiting soul, gathering her to the surface of my skin,
leaking through my bruised flesh, as though she
belongs suspended in the night air between sky and
tumbling seawater. Pale fish leap from the water and
cast flashing bits of light from the moon over my
hands and small brown breasts.

I.move with the water and relish in the sea
rising to meet my hands in the moonlight.
My fingertips barely brush its surface, the
water runs cool and wild over the country of
my body, and I can feel the blood beneath my
skin. If I wait long enough, my soul will rise
and the sand beneath my feet will slip away
with the tide to let the sea take me slowly into
its steady violence.

I inhale deeply, preparing myself for the
breathlessness of the sea. I relish in the feeling of the
water _swallowing me whole, and the waves rolling
against my bare skin. I watch the moonlight through
the water until the salt begins to sting my eyes. I close
them and turn on my back, floating inches from the
surface. I can feel the salt begin to cipher away at the
layers of my old sins that cake to my flesh. Finally, as
my lungs begin to despair for oxygen, I burst from
the water, gasping the cool night air. My short, wet
hair clings to my scalp and as the water slips over my
body, I can feel the decaying bits of my soul and
everything that was before this night, slip with it.

My skin feels raw from the vigorous
exfoliation and I stand in the tide, weeping
and shivering slightly,
while God approves my nude immersion.

It is on this night that I feel a real and full
earnestness.

An ache begins to grow within me that fills
up every corner of my being, leaving me
panting at the stars. The tasteless years of my
past have become faded scars near my heart,
all but healed. The salt in the air has become
an addiction to me, I only feel whole and
real when gulping and sputtering by the sea,
making my tongue tingle and head spin.

I sit against the collapsing walls, watching the
gulls screech in their little clusters,
approaching me occasionally to eye me with
selfish skepticism. They nip at the blue bag
across my shoulders, smelling the broken
bits of pita mingled with green and blue sea
glass. I walk up and down the shore, leaving
little pieces of myself on the beach; a scrap
of paper hidden in the rock with the word
reverence written on it, an article of clothing,
a little nest of stones I have found. All of these
trinkets feel like small pieces of bread I drop
behind me so that one day I might find my
way back home.

For even now, I know how temporary this helpless
beauty is. That my soul will forever ache for the sweet
burst of a native olive in my mouth plucked and
kissed by my hurried, youthful hands. I know that I
have already left myself here and no matter how many
other waters I stand in, no matter how many stones -I
collect, my soul will be here, waiting, pale as a ghost
for the swell.

Two seasons pass like the tide, coming in and
going out; rough and smooth. As the weather
gets warmer, my grandmother and I frequent
the cafes on the beach at night, sipping cold
chocolate and burying our feet in the sand.
Her manner is excited and simple; there is no
room for sadness in her life. She does not
understand my melancholy or the way the
little prints of birds' feet on the sand mean
everything to me. I leave tomorrow for my
country of origin, a place stranger to me than
Israel has ever been. I walk slowly with her,
letting her lumber from side to side without
expressing my impatience.

My grandmother smiles and pats my cheek as she
begins to shuffle back home, eager to rest her weary
feet. I linger on the shore, letting the waves wash
over my calves and commune once more with my
moon.

There is a cluster of trees that grow by the
water and at night, large bats flit from tree
to tree, making a whoosh barely discernable
from the waves. The branches cradle their
twisted, leathery bodies and they coo and
click from behind the leaves.
I have watched them before, sometimes for
hours, in awe of their mysterious and sultry
beauty. Tonight they are all the more
beautiful for with the dawn and their daily
expiration they are gone to me forever. I hold
the image of their little brown bodies behind
my eyes, and catch their noises in my ears,
willing them to be always clear, for all the
years of my life.

I walk into the tide, discarding my clothing to truly
feel the water and eliminate one more layer between
God and me. The water is warm and I walk until it
covers my heart, lapping at my shoulders. I raise my
chin to the moon, letting its light bathe me in silver
and begging God to take me up with Him. To let me
be all that I am now and nothing that I was before.
Begging Him to let me only reside here, under this
sky with stars on my crown. I long to relinquish to
the magnitude of the sea, and I can feel my soul
spilling over. My tears mingle with the water and I
open my mouth to taste the heart of the Earth, the
heart of my God, which is ever changing and ever
constant.

A powerful wave slams into my body, taking
me off guard and pulling me under with its
violence. All breath slips from my lungs and
I gasp in mouthfuls of salt water. I tumble
wildly in the waves, panicked and desperate
for air. Frantic moments pass in which my
lungs seem to collapse in upon themselves
and my head fills with a sharp ringing.

And as the sea threatens to grant my wish to become
a part of it, a fire begins to burn and rise within me.
A fire for my grandmother, for the gnarled trees and
their sweet fruit, for the bats and scuttling crabs, the
colorful market and the white moon that calls to me;
forever will she call to me. I thrash against the waves,
willing God to let me live, let me breathe! I burst from
the water, clambering at the shore and lay in the
broken waves, drinking the cool night air to drown
the flames in my belly. Sand embraces my naked
body and the waves flow gently over my shoulders
like a lovers hand on my back. My heart beats
vigorously in my breast and I can feel the blood flooding my veins, making my skin stand up and prickle.
Sand clings to my lips and my mouth is filled with
their persistent grit.

· I whisper my old prayer to my ancient God,
"Please God; help me be who I am:'

The tide continues to wash over my body
and only warm ashes remain of the blaze that
burned only moments ago. I shiver in the
night, hollow from an almost-death.

The waves grow warm and I sit up to see the moon
once more. I let her light fill me up to the brim and
God visits me then, whispering in the breeze and
inhabiting my body. He rushes through my soul,
replenishing every lost or broken thing and growing
bright stars on my brow and flowers near my heart.
My soul begins to rattle at my bones that are her
prison, she shakes at my frame with violent desire
to belong to the sky and Earth and wind and stars.
I suck in breath to keep myself from collapsing and
shout out into the sea; a shocked, helpless sound
that marks my relinquish to the magnitude.

How can I speak all of these things? How the
seas of faded green glass, the sadness of the
stones, the breathless moon, have become all
that I am? How can I ever find anything
recognizable in another human again? How
can I explain the moments that have become
my blood, and the light from my fingertips?
When God has taken part of me up with Him,
to be forever suspended in the night air. How
can I convey the bitterness of this mortal
frame, the desolation of His lost presence, and
the sweetness of salty air cool over my heated
cheek?
·

I have come to realize that the only connection I
have with any other being on this planet is that we
are all breathing. In and out, constant and changing,
breathing, like the sea.
Everything has changed because of the salt that
clings to my thighs, the zealous melancholy that
amounts to so much more than anything human
and surmounts any happiness I have ever felt.

It has changed in such a way that I can no lon-

ger recognize myself as human, because when
I left those dimming walls and eager, weeping
stones, I left all happiness with them. When I
left my grandmother and the distorted olive
trees, I left my God and His country.

Somewhere in the tide, at moonlight, my naked
body is still communing with the white moon and
God. My soul is still hovering at the precipice of
relinquishing all that comprises of its beauty to the
magnitude. So, you see, I am not real or whole any
longer. How can anyone know of my devastation,
when I am fragmented, left in the water at
midnight, waiting for magnificence?

Judge's Comments
I was immediately hooked by the language and
loved how the story moved away from its stable and
familiar starting point. ·
The frustration and angst in the first pages quickly
dissipates in favor of a much larger, almost existential set of questions. Watching the narrator move
away from her familiar (but uncomfortable) life and
into the foreignness of Jerusalem is fascinating. But
what's most fascinating is that she doesn't focus .on
Jerusalem (this is no travelogue) but on her continued unease in the face of unanswerable questions
about God and the body and everything she knows.
I was convinced by descriptions of place but more
so by descriptions of feeling ("I need to feel what it
is like to pray to an ancient God and have faith in
an answer"). The story is bursting with good lines
like that. The story makes use of wonderful imagery
and a vivid sense of place. Its focus on the sea and
the body made me feel many miles removed from
anything I know. In the best sense, the story
transported me.
--Steve Tuttle
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